NOTICE: The Anthropology Writing Center is closed for Spring Quarter 2020. If you need writing assistance, please contact the Odegaard Writing Center, the CLUE Writing Center or other departmental writing centers on campus. We apologize for the inconvenience.

The Anthropology Writing Center is open to students of all levels who would like to improve writing assignments they are working on, as well as enhance their writing skills in general and become more comfortable with the writing process. Whether you need help brainstorming for topic ideas, envisioning a paper outline, writing an effective conclusion, or making sure the arguments are properly developed, Anthropology Writing Center tutors would love to work with you. The Center also houses useful reference materials (style guides, writing help books, etc.). For more information and to schedule appointments please visit the Writing Center's webpage.

Appointments are scheduled in 40 minute blocks. The tutor's work with a student ends when the student leaves the session, so students may not drop off papers, projects, assignments, etc. for later retrieval and/or discussion. In other words, we won't work on your assignments when you are not in the room actively working on them with us. We also follow the appointment policies of the OWRC, so please have a look at these policies before you schedule an appointment with us.

Location: Denny 423  
Hours: Variable  
Email: anthwrc@uw.edu  
Webpage: https://sites.google.com/a/uw.edu/uw-anthropology-writing-center/home
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